
Union Response to the Consultation Report in Customer Services 

Introduction 

Staff have found it difficult to interact with this consultation. There has been considerable 

confusion on future job roles. The reduction in job roles has often left staff feeling uncertain 

as the reduction has led to very generalised statements about their potential future role and 

has blurred the demarcation between different tiers of seniority. They say when they have 

approached more senior managers about clarifying their future roles they have often 

received vague responses or told they will have to wait until they bed into the “new role” or 

being told that they are missing the point as the role has changed. It is the union view that 

every employee has a right to a clear job description and person specification. Surely this 

will be required for any future recruitment? 

Staffing 

Firstly I refer you to a report completed by the union in August 2018 to which we have had 

no response (see attachment). 

This is probably the greatest area of contention between union members and the 

consultation report. All areas of the service are under considerable pressure and perform 

badly in comparison to other local authorities. This is not a reflection on staff’s skills abilities 

and commitment but on poor corporate leadership with considerable understaffing. This is 

nonsensical in an area which is revenue raising for the Council. This is at its most glaring in 

the area of Business Rates where since April 2017/18 as part of a pilot scheme the Council 

has been allowed to retain 100% of its income, yet it is an area that has the greatest staffing 

issues. Despite this being brought to the attention of corporate managers over 3 years ago 

little has changed in terms of performance. 

This area of the business also relies on inspectors identifying new business but the failure to 

resource the inspection team, with the few inspectors we have being drawn into office 

based work, we are further failing to maximise potential revenue. It is worth noting that in 

this area the Council has no right to back date. 

As part of the staff reduction 6 Gateway Managers will be replaced by 5 Locality Managers.  

This reduction is not acceptable to the union nor do we believe it to be in the interest of the 

service. We would request a separate meeting between union and management to explore 

the staff’s alternative proposal. 

Grading 
 
The use of job profiles rather than job descriptions and person specifications has hampered 
the consultation period. This has made it a longer process for members to do the necessary 
work to provide their rational to challenge the Job Evaluation scores. Much of the 
consultation period has been spent trying to inform staff about how this process would 



work and what is required to challenge. It has also been difficult, due to pressure on the 
service, for teams to have time to do this work. We would have liked to been in position to 
challenge grading during the consultation period but this has not been possible. 
 
The follow job roles wish to challenge their grading: 
 
Universal Services Officer 
Benefit Assessors 
Senior Benefits Officers 
Development & Quality Assurance Officers 
Senior Council Tax Officers 
Senior Customer Services Officers 
 
The union suggests that a meeting takes place between management and union with staff 
representation to try and seek agreement of the validity of their claim. 
 
Finally, although Locality Team Leaders, , at this time do not wish to challenge their grade 
there may be implications if regrading is awarded to other staff and in the discussion that 
will take place in clarifying the role and number of Locality Managers.  Furthermore other 
staff who may be displaced through any restructure have expressed their unhappiness at 
the lack of parity in grading for Gateway team leaders compared to other team leaders 
based with other streams. 
 
Business Rates Officers are also concerned that within the new structure they will be asked 
to do a number of tasks which are currently the role of Senior Business Rates Officer. There 
are 2 possible solutions to this: increase the staffing at Senior Business Rates Officer or 
accept a Job Evaluation challenge from Business Rates Officers. The union favours the 
former as consistent feedback from staff is the lack of technical support to the team. Again 
we would request a meeting between union and management to attempt to resolve these 
concerns. 
 
Customer Services Redesign 
 
The union and its members are disappointed at the lack of vision demonstrated within the 
proposals. 
 
The situation has not changed from the document entitled "Under-staffing in Customer 
Services" and the proposals put forward by management will not alter the position of 
Salford as one of the worst performing in the UK.  We can only restate that this is not due to 
the lack of commitment from the staff but a lack of resources and vision by senior 
managers. 
 
This problem will not be solved by technical innovation or the introduction of Universal 
Credit (all feedback is that it will require more staff not less). 
 
The union wishes to see a structure and a service that increase business rates, improve 
collection rates and enhance the Mayors anti-poverty strategy. 



 
In this spirit we make the following suggestions: 
 

1. Increase the size of the inspection service- the union would suggest as a minimum 5 
inspectors are required to maximise potential income predominately in the areas of new 
build council tax and business rates. These inspectors should spend the 
overwhelming majority of their time in the field. If this increase was successful and further 
increases would be achieved by further expansion this then could be considered. If 
inspectors were to be given a geographical area it would also be worth revisiting where they 
are placed in the structure. This will undoubtedly cause the need for more assessors in 
Council Tax and Business Rates as a current factor limiting their work of the is the inability of 
the "Back Office" to cope with new work generated.  

2. Dealing with customers as quickly as possible. It is not an effective business that allows 100s 
and occasionally over a 1000 calls to be abandoned each day. When customers do get 
through it is not helpful to redirect them to another online process if it is possible to deal 
with the claim, change of circumstances, bill, then and there. This requires not only more 
staff but a change of approach.  

3. In the last year it has become the norm for Corporate Managers to use Northgate to clear 
the backlog in processing that is created. This is not acceptable to union members and 
clearly highlights the lack of staffing. In effect members work is being outsourced. The union 
requests that this practice is stopped and a structure is put in place to cope with the work 
required without the use of private firms. 

4. An immediate review of the Council Tax Benefit Scheme locally. From a member viewpoint it 
makes little sense to use considerable resources to chase those that are accumulating debts 
due to the 15% contribution. We believe any cost benefit assessment would support this 
view. The Council should consider amending its local scheme. This would allow resources to 
support and engage with those who can have a larger impact on improving collection rates 
without the use of punitive measures including bailiffs. This will also enhance the Mayor’s 
anti-poverty strategy. 

This alternative proposal also supports the request to challenge grading in the teams 
identified and consideration of the proposal to have 6 Locality Managers than 5. The union 
continues to maintain the position that no member should face a reduction in pay through 
the restructure. Those at risk of losing income have often contributed over and above their 
role for a significant period of time to help meet the needs of the service. As such the union 
members have an agreed position that anyone detrimentally affected by the proposals 
could result in a formal dispute being lodged with the employer. We hope that such a 
course of action is unnecessary and we can work together to meet the interests of both staff 
and service users. 
 
Ameen Hadi 
Salford City Unison 
 

 

 


